Write one well-developed, well-thought out paragraph

- Min. 10+ sentences
- Appropriate Transitions
  - 8-10 transitions
- Varied sentence structure
- Compare/Contrast
- Cause/Effect
- Word Choice
- Avoid Danger Zones- no more than 5
- Provide a Title

Avoid writing sentences – choose words/phrases instead

Tell me more (talk-about/details)

Tell me more (talk-about/details)

Tell me more (talk-about/details)

Example 1

Example 2

Tell me more (talk-about/details)

Tell me more (talk-about/details)

Tell me more (talk-about/details)
Talk it off the map

Opinion/Idea

Clarification Statement

Example 1

Tell me more (talk-about/details)

Transition

Example 2

Tell me more (talk-about/details)

Tell me more (talk-about/details)

Tell me more (talk-about/details)

Tell me more (talk-about/details)

Transition?

Avoid writing sentences – choose words/phrases instead

Transitional Sentence (So What? So why?)

Can you drop the mic?
Elaborative Paragraph for Remember the Titans

Use the following format for your paragraph:

- Opinion Statement (TAG)
- Clarification statement
- Example w/tell more(s)
- Additional Example w/tell more(s)
- Closure Sentence- So What? So Why?

Possibilities of Greatness

- Sacrifice
  - Reduced change

Give up old ways

Gettysburg

Gerry took a chance

- Ultimate cost, tombs of boys like them
- Boone asks them

- Instead of could learn past or cont same fight
- Whether in turn, in turn, in turn, in turn, in turn

- Because
- Final outcome:
  - Role models for team

- Pattern change:
  - Loss/courage
  - Lessons of past = greatness